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Capability – Character – Confidence 

Dates & Events to Note:

• Springbank Cross Country – Friday 10th June

• Springbank Senior School Ball – Saturday 
11th June

• Year 12/13 OPC Trip – 19th – 25th June

• Kerikeri & Districts Interschool Cross 
Country (8 – 12 yrs) – Wednesday 22nd June

• Junior Interschool Cross Country –
Wednesday 29th June

• School-wide Matariki Celebration –
Tuesday 21st June

• Matariki Public Holiday (school closed) –
Friday 24th June

Dear Springbank Family

I have been reflecting that, in these current times, educating our students to be aware of and use character strengths
each day, is one of the most valuable aspects of preparing them for a life beyond school. Every day we have
opportunities to make decisions on how we think and what actions we will take.

The virtues of courage, temperance, justice, and wisdom guide us like the four main points on a compass. These steer
the choices we make, moment to moment.

When our students have the awareness to choose courage over fear, being wise over being reckless, having a wide
encompassing perspective versus a narrow-minded stance, and being kind instead of being selfish; these choices will
develop our children into self-responsible, good-hearted adults, with admirable qualities, who can aspire to be the best
partners, parents, and leaders in future years.

As educators, our job is to prepare our students to navigate their world beyond school and home. Our graduates will be
presented with a myriad of challenges and opportunities, and we strive to enable them to draw on their character
strengths to make the right decisions that align with strong values, leading to positive outcomes for themselves and
those around them.
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Pink Shirt Day

On Friday 20th May, Springbank School took part in Pink Shirt Day. The day was to raise awareness about bullying and
promote kindness and inclusiveness amongst our peers.

It was amazing to see how many students wore pink and really got behind the cause.

We all took part in writing compliment cards in form time. It was amazing reading all the kind words that were said
about each other. This was followed bya fun photo booth at lunchtime to show off everyone’s pink outfits!

The day was a really great success and really lifted the spirits around the school.

- Katija Zivkovich, Prefect
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Prefect Update

At the beginning of Term Two we were proud to announce some promotions with the 2022

Springbank School Prefect team.

Our senior students have been exhibiting fantastic leadership, progressing strongly with

their school wide initiatives and proudly displaying great Capability, Character and

Confidence.

▪ William Blake – promoted to Prefect

▪ Ethan Williams – promoted to Head Boy

▪ Rebecca Nugteren – promoted to Deputy Head Prefect

We would like to once again congratulate the 2022 Prefect team and look forward to the

rest of the school year’s initiavitves.

Springbank Student Council

The Student Council has been running every week this term, during Tuesday

morning tea, up in Ms. Chapman’s room.

This is a great chance for students from years 6 – 11 to come along and share any

feedback, issues, or ideas they, or their class, have raised about the school.

There are no elected representatives, and it’s free for anyone who’d like to show

up and take part. So far, we’ve got signs put up by the toilets for new students

and visitors, discussed including younger years in clubs and activities, and we are

working on the idea of getting a big map of the school to go by the office.

Anyone is welcome, so please come along and take part!

- James Broadwith, Prefect

Left to right: Ellie Epley (Head Girl), Callum McIntyre, Bethany Flanagan (Deputy Head

Prefect), James Broadwith, Katija Zivkovich, William Blake, Anna Kidman, Ethan Williams

(Head Boy), Rebecca Nugteren (Deputy Head Prefect) and Jaluka Clarke
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Mothers’ Day Movie Night / OPC Fundraising

On Friday the 6th of May, as a little Mothers’ Day gift for all the wonderful mums at

Springbank School, a group of us Prefects ran an evening at school, where kids from all

years could hang out at school from 5 pm till 8 pm, giving our hardworking parents a

chance to enjoy a night out (or in!) while we ran an evening of entertainment.

We began with some small volleyball, badminton, and basketball games in the gym before

switching to some big games of Star Wars and Crazy Bases, where everyone got involved.

Once we were all tired out from this, we moved to Mr. Epley’s room to chill out and

watch ‘Madagascar’ and ‘Phineas and Ferb’ on the projector. We also enjoyed some pizzas

and a whole heap of snacks and drinks.

All in all, it was a fun night for all the students who went, and it provided a great chance for

parents to have a breather, as well as bringing in some much-needed fundraising for our

OPC trip later this term. We look forward to running some more of these events in the

future!

- James Broadwith, Year 13 Springbank Prefect

Gumboot Day

It was Gumboot Day at school on Wednesday 11th May, and all students and staff

were encouraged to wear their gumboots to school and bring along a gold coin

donation to support, I am Hope.

I am Hope is a charity that focuses on New Zealand youth and supports those who

are suffering from, or dealing with, depression in their lives.

It was wonderful to see everyone getting behind this vital service and a total of

$195.00 was raised. Well done everyone!
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Winter Ills and Chills Springbank School website revamp

Our Springbank School website www.springbank.school.nz has recently had a revamp, and we

are excited with the new look and feel of the webpage. Most of the content will be familiar to

you all, but we’ve added some new information and stories from current students and families.

Josh Frame our ICT teacher from (2019-2020) has helped us with the rebuild of the site, and

we’re very proud of the new look. Go check it out for yourself and share with other friends

and family ☺

As we move through the winter cold/flu(/and now Covid!) season, I must

stress the importance of ensuring that the students who we do have at

school are well; that they do not have signs/symptoms of illness. This is a

major factor in ensuring that spreading of viruses/bugs are minimised. For

the health of our staff and our children, please ensure that your child

remains home if at all unwell. Our teachers will be keeping an eye on their

students during the day, and if symptoms develop, that student will head to

the sick bay to be picked up.

Also, a reminder that if your child displays Covid-like symptoms (which are

varied), please undertake rapid antigen tests. We have these free of charge

at reception.

As always, our thoughts are with those staff members, students, and families

who may be battling Covid or other bugs at home. Stay warm, keep those

fluids up, and we wish you a speedy recovery!

Let’s all do our bit to ensure that the Springbank wider campus is a safe and

healthy one; and let’s minimise the spread.

- Mike Warren, Principal
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Paddle Boarding

Springbank had thirteen students from Years 8 to 13 represent our school at the Northland Secondary Schools (NSS) Paddleboarding competition at Lake Manuwai at the beginning of

May. This is the first time Springbank School has been to this event, and our students excelled on the water. Brisa Carlyon and Charlie Rowe, Year 8, placed 1st and 2nd respectively in

the Year 7 & 8 age group.

Ellie Epley, Year 13 also performed well, taking home 2nd place in the Under 19 group. All three students have been asked to attend the National Paddleboarding competition.

Congratulations to the full team of students for an excellent day on the water, and what a great experience to gain some confidence and knowledge for next year’s event.

Participating students included:

7 & 8 Age Group Under 14 Age Group Under 16 Age Group Under 19 Age Group

Morgan Batt Zoe Wells Mishell Zisakis Elle Epley

Charlie Rowe Grace Cadogan Briar Booth

Brisa Carlyon Bella Booth Richie Rassie

Louisa Joyce Ted Houry

Gemma Harrison
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Sports Report

Volleyball

Springbank School sent three senior teams down to the Volleyfest in Whangarei on

Friday 13th May with Mr Epley.

The tournament was a friendly event, with no placings given, but rather a chance for

players to get familiar with a tournament setting, meet other students and improve on

their own volleyball skills and knowledge. Our students had a great day honing their

skills and won the majority of their games on the day.

Winter Sports

It’s wonderful to see students back into winter sports for 2022. Our two netball teams

have new names this year Awha (means storm) and Uira (means lightning). The girls

are playing exceptionally and so far they are dominating on the courts.

There are six different teams playing hockey this season. Our youngest players starting

in Year 2 to 8, play on Saturday morning. Their skills and confidence on the turf keeps

growing each season, and it’s awesome to see the development of players as they

move through the grades.

We also have two teams playing in the Collegiate grade (Years 9-13) on a Wednesday

night, with several players switching codes to join hockey this year, and finally an Open

Grade team who play on Thursdays.

Several students are also running onto the fields around Kerikeri to play soccer and

rugby this winter, with some impressive results so far.

http://www.springbank.school.nz/
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Sports Report continues

Swimming

Eli and Anna Welling, with Tess Pearson, swam in the Waikato Junior Championships over the weekend of May 21st/22nd.

There were 260 swimmers who competed in their age groups, with medals awarded to the first 3 Waikato swimmers + 1

visitor (out of the local region) and finalist ribbons given to the 4th-8th place getters.

▪ Tess swam in the 12YO Girls age group in 8 events, gaining 3 Personal Bests (PBs), including a massive 7.59s PB in the

200m IM.

▪ Eli competed in the 9&U age group in 8 events, gaining 8 PBs (100%), including a massive 7.78s PB in 200m IM & 4.74s
PB in 100m IM.

Eli gained these top 8 placings in his events:

🥈 50m Breast

🥉100m Breast

🥉200m Breast

🥉200m Medley

🎗4th 50m Fly

🎗4th 100m Medley

🎗7th 50m Back

🎗8th 50m Free

▪ Anna competed in the 11YO Girls’ age group in 8 events, gaining 7 PBs, including a massive 11.78s PB in 200m IM, 5.61s
PB in 200m Breast, 5.07s PB in 100m IM & 3.53s in 50m Fly.

Anna gained these top 8 placings in her events:

🎗4th 200m Breast

🎗8th 50m Breast

🎗8th 200m Medley

It has been a while since these swimmers have competed outside of Northland due to covid restrictions. It was such a welcome event and so enjoyable for swimmers from many

regions, parents, supporters, teams, managers, coaches, and officials to be able to come together for a weekend of fun and achievements!

We LOVE to hear about the sporting results and achievements of our students across all codes and skills. So, please keep forwarding through any news and results that we can

celebrate at our weekly assemblies and online.
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Orienteering

Springbank School was proud to host the Northland Secondary Schools Orienteering event, alongside Sport Northland and ASB on Friday 27th May. We have held the event at school for

several years now, and really enjoy welcoming other schools onto the Springbank School property and hosting a successful competition.

The results from the event haven’t been confirmed by Sport Northland yet, but Springbank School had some good performances, notably from Brisa Carlyon in the year 7 & 8 girls, and

Amelia Morris winning the Year 9 & 10 girls by a considerable margin.

The event was really well attended, with nearly 100 students participating, which is quite an achievement considering the time of year and the difficulties of running an event in the

middle of flu/Covid season.

Best of all, we had a really fun competition in spite of the pouring rain, and the students from Bream Bay College, Otamatea High School, Whangarei Boys and Girls High Schools and

Springbank all made the most of the opportunity to make friends and enjoy the friendly competition.

Thank you to Mr Horgan and his team of helpers for making the day run so smoothly.
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Friends of Springbank 

The Friends of Springbank committee held their monthly meeting and AGM on Wednesday 25th May. As part of the AGM, new positions for Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer were

voted in. Interim Chairperson, Susanna Booth shared her report before being voted in to stay on in the role as the Friends of Springbank Chairperson for 2022. Louise Blackler was

voted in for Secretary and Aynsley Quenault as Treasurer.

Chairperson Report AGM 25/5/2022

The last year has been again up and down with covid, so here’s hoping 2022 is more straight forward and we can get back to semi normal with running events and contributing to
more student activities again.

I would like to again recognise Erica Wells who has stepped down as Chairperson for Friends and thank her for her contribution to the group. Much appreciated.

Also, I would like to acknowledge Annie Bramall for stepping in as Interim Secretary, and Taryn Lynn our treasurer, for your time and commitment in the treasurer role over the past
year.

Thank you also goes to the wonderful team of parents who attend these meetings and are happy to put their hand up at any time to assist in the successful running of Friends of
Springbank.

To Mike and the Springbank teaching team, we thank you for your support to us also.

Friends is a valuable asset to school, so let’s build together as a team, and create another successful year. Here’s to a brighter 2022 and being able to run our Fireworks event in
November .

Susanna Booth - Interim Chairperson, Friends of Springbank

After the AGM closed, the committee moved onto discussing the recent financial requests. They are thrilled to be supporting the following applications for Term Two: MUNA, Careers

Trip to Auckland, Hundertwasser Art Trip, OPC and Senior Ball. The Life Skills for Teens programme ran another successful first aid course this term (see next slide for more details) and

we give a big thanks to Ian Sizer for organising this.

We have some exciting events coming up this year, so keep an eye out for more information on the Friends of Springbank Hollywood Glam Quiz Night. You may have recently received

an email about this, however the committee has decided to push out the event to Term Three, on Saturday 6th August. The much-anticipated Fireworks Extravaganza will be back for

2022, so lock the night of Saturday 5th November into your diaries now.

The Springbank School Cross Country is also fast upon us, next Friday 10th June and each year the Friends of Springbank Committee run a BBQ for the students. We are asking for

parent help to run the BBQ, both for the Junior races in the morning and Middle/Senior in the afternoon. If you are able to help for an hour or so, please give your name to Taryn in the

school office and we’ll be in touch with final details next week.

Upcoming meetings at 2pm in the school staff room:

- Wednesday 29th June - Wednesday 27th July
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Friends of Springbank – Life Skills for Teens

A First Aid Course supported by Friends of Springbank "Life Skills for Teens” programme, was held at school over the weekend of May 21st and 22nd. This comprehensive course gave

students the opportunity to learn first aid skills and further develop their own existing skills in providing basic first aid treatment, in the event of an accident or emergency, until more

advanced help arrives at the scene.

A total of 26 students, one teacher and two parents attended the course, and the feedback was great, with students expressing an interest in attending the more advanced two day

course which is currently planned for the next school holidays.
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Art Sculptures

Our Year 9 art students have been learning about the sculptures of Mark Jenkins. Mark Jenkins is an American artist who makes

sculptural street installations. Jenkins' practice of street art is to use the "street as a stage" where his sculptures interact with

the surrounding environment, including passers-by who unknowingly become actors and part of the work.

Our students have created their own life-sized sculptures by wrapping themselves in gladwrap and packaging tape. Each

sculpture conveys a message and is designed to make viewers stop, think, and through interactions, become part of the work

itself.

Go and check them out, near the gym, bus bay, library, and school cafe.

**REQUEST from the Art Department.  They are on the hunt for some digital cameras for an upcoming photography unit.  If 

anyone has any working digitals cameras, they no longer need or want, Mrs Hulse and her art students would gladly take them 

off your hands.  Any digital cameras can be dropped off to the school office.
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Careers Talks / Navy Trip

On Monday 16th May, a group of students from Year 11 and 12 with Mrs. Binedell, set off

to Pukenui Holiday Park, to meet some of the royal New Zealand Navy’s dive team along

with four other schools from around Northland.

We met with Frank, a recruitment officer for the navy, who gave us a brief overview of the

day’s happenings before we split into five groups of ten and were led around six stations.

The first was a tour around the Surtees, a boat mainly used by the hydrographers and

divers. Next was the DUSS, a handheld underwater camera used for reconnaissance and

imaging. Third was one of the zodiac boats, which can be folded right down for easy

transportation. These are used to transport divers out to the required area. We were

shown all the equipment on board and what they are used for, such as lifelines and radios.

We were then shown some of the dive equipment, a rebreather, which lets you breath

nitrox or pure oxygen and then recycles it so you can breathe it again. We were given a

thorough description of the gear and then Rueben and Oliver got to try it on.

The dive medic Kurt, then showed us the basic equipment he takes with him on a job and

explained what sorts of things he did in his job, from teaching first aid to healthcare. We

were shown the tents where they prepared for a job before heading off to meet Jordan

and George. Their job is to spot mines underwater, using a very expensive piece of

equipment known as Remus, or The Fish; Which uses sonar to send 3D pictures of the sea

floor to a computer, so that Jordan and George can identify any objects. After that we were

treated to a nice lunch before heading home.

- Aliana Mankelow, Year 12

▪ Daniel “I liked seeing the full dive gear- rebreather.”

▪ Conner “I liked the Remus because it sounds like a fun job.”

▪ Youssef “It opened my eyes to the opportunities offered in the navy.”

▪ Hunter “It was interesting to see the people behind the navy and what they do.”

▪ Oliver “My favourite was probably getting to try on the rebreather. I learned that you

can do sports still in the forces.”
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Attitude Seminars

Every year we have a team of presenters visit school from Attitude, to present

talks to students from Years 7 to 13 learn about Hauora (holistic wellbeing) and

Relationships.

Hauora – looks at the physical, mental, spiritual, and social sides to every

teenager. The programme offers students ideas of how to embrace their

teenage years and become the best versions of themselves.

Relationships - looks at ways to build and maintain healthy relationships and

how to deal with peer pressure.

The Attitude Seminars always deliver great clear messages for our students, and

we could see that they were fully engaged and participated well with the

presenters and their peers. There was lots of laughter and comradery amongst

the students as they listened to stories and informative lessons about how to

embrace their formative teenage years, and how to challenge our students to

think about their options for the future.

To learn more about Attitude, you can visit their website at www.attitude.org.nz

Sea Cleaners Talk

Our Year 7 to 9 students listened to a talk from Sea Cleaners this month. Sea Cleaners is a

non-profit organisation, with the vision to preserve New Zealand’s Coastline for the benefit of

the marine life and for the enjoyment of all users.

As part of their education programme they visit schools to raise awareness and up-skill

students and teachers on how to organise their own coastal clean-up events.

Our students learnt that Captain Hayden Smith, who founded the commercial marine litter

collection concept in Auckland City, started with one boat collecting rubbish from the sea.

They now have a fleet of 6 and are building 4 more to help with the clean up of our seas and

New Zealand shorelines.

Taking care of our environment not only preserves it for local sea life and future generations,

but offers lots of opportunities to volunteer with Sea Cleaners right here at home, as well as

as far away as Hawaii.
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Student perspective on the Budget 2022

Four of our Year 9 students; Evie, Ronan, Lilly, and Hana were featured in the Northern Advocate on Friday 13th May, in an article focusing on the youth opinion of Budget 2022 and its

impact on Climate Change (see the full article below). Evie and Ronan also featured in the Saturday Northern Advocate edition, sharing their own analysis of the Government’s recent

budget announcements. Their thoughts and views cover the oceans, electric vehicles, education and backup plans. https://www.nzherald.co.nz/.../IPYLZLPYFAGXBYKUFSFXDKHIPA/

It is fantastic to see our students engaging with the wider conversation surrounding environmental issues and how it may impact their future.

Budget 22: Northland youth speak out on climate change budget

Northern Advocate, 20th May 2022

While thousands of Kiwis were glued to their screens to find out what Budget 2022 would mean for their wallets,
young Northlanders had more far-reaching concerns. They wanted to know what kind of planet they'll inherit. Evie
Trotter, 13, and Ronan Leung, 12, from Springbank School near Kerikeri, spent last night poring over the Budget's
climate change initiatives.

Today they plan to present their views to their classmates and pen a letter to this newspaper. Ronan, who lives in
Waimate North, noted he would turn 41 in 2050 — the Government's target date for reaching zero net emissions.
"By 2050 we'll be in charge. We'll be making sure the world is operating well and not going back to how it was
before."

Evie, from Russell, said if climate change wasn't fixed now, by 2050 it would be too late. "It's our future and our
children's future.“ She had hoped to see a greater focus on education to make sure young people understood
climate change issues. That would make them more likely to play their part in restoring the planet.

Evie approved of the nature-based solutions in the Government's Emissions Reduction Plan — such as planting
native forests to absorb carbon — as well as help for low-income families to swap gas-guzzlers for EVs. However,
she thought the scheme should be extended to young people because they often inherited the oldest, least-
energy-efficient car in the family.

Evie also wanted more done to encourage cycling, car-pooling and public transport, especially in places like
Northland where cycle lanes and buses were scarce and passenger trains non-existent. She was also concerned
that climate change could have a bigger effect on the poor, especially in coastal areas. If a poor family's house was
threatened by rising sea levels they might be unable to sell it and hence unable to buy another home.

Ronan worried about the effect on ecosystems. Earlier this week he had seen a news item about sea sponges dying
in Fiordland due to unusually warm seas. "Every animal has its own job. If one is disrupted the whole ecosystem can
fall apart.“ Ronan traced his interest in the environment to David Attenborough documentaries and following
current events with his parents. Evie's interest in climate issues was sparked by Swedish activist Greta Thunberg
and an aunt who encouraged her to organise Russell's first climate change protest in 2019.

- Article and Photos by: Peter de Graaf, Reporter

Evie Trotter and Ronan Leung

Lilly Hulse and Hana Baker with their sculpture representing 

humanity drowning in rubbish.
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Room 4 – Creative Writing

The Year 5 and 6 students from Room 4 have been working on their creative writing, describing a crash or ship wreck. Students were asked to create tension in their writing through

the use of adjectives, onomatopoeia and simile.

The Great Beast

We are sailing along, me and my crew. The sea was calm and quiet. But……

SUDDENLY… there was a loud rumble from underneath our ship. We were rocking from

side to side. It felt as though the ship was going under, but I was wrong.

“Man over board!” I screamed, as these scaly things screeched up the side of the

drowning boat. They whacked on the slippery wooden deck. The man who had fallen

overboard was brought back up by the breath-taking tentacles.

He was slapped onto the deck. Spray flew into our stinging eyes. The sail was torn

away as we were dumped and tossed around the ship. The hull was leaking and the

monstrous beast was still thrashing about trying to grab hold of us.

Grabbing an axe, I tried to smash the slimy legs into smithereens. There was blood

everywhere. But before I knew it, I was scooped up. I’m done with. I’m going

down,

down,

down… into the ferocious swirling sea.

I can’t free myself.

The more I struggle the tighter the grip is around me. Down I go down,

down,

down, I sink. I hope my crew will survive.

Smash! I hear a loud noise. I escape from his deathly arms and swim up to the surface.

The scaly thing is swimming away. The ship is wrecked but we are so close to shore I

reckon we can make it back.

By Fay, Year 5

Crack!

Kaboom!

Crash!

Arrrrrrrr!

Booooooooooom!

Man overboard.

I stand on the boat, and I see a freak wave 100 ft high out at sea. The wind

pushes me into the Bermuda Triangle.

Phew! A sigh of relief… or not.

Sharks everywhere then a 100 m high 50-metre-long kraken sinks my ship

instantly. Only two lifeboats and 100 men. The kraken eats them one by one

until there are only 10 left.

Five in each lifeboat.

But the freak wave is here and pushes us out of the Bermuda Triangle. My

crew and I are washed to safety by the wave onto an island full of food and

fresh water.

The next day we sail to civilization and tell everyone what happened. My crew

and I become famous.

By Mason, Year 5
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Headstart Report

Swimming lessons have started back up again for Term Two, and the children are showing great perseverance and confidence together in the pool! It’s wonderful to be back out and

about in the wider community, and of course the bus ride always seems to be the highlight of the trip!

We have been practising the letters "Y" and "J" so we decided to culminate the learning by making Yellow Jelly. This was a fantastic activity and so much fun, especially when the

children were able to eat the Yellow Jelly ☺.

Cross Country isn’t far away, so we are out on the track practising for the big race and getting our running legs strong! We look forward to inviting our family to the event and

encourage our Mums and Dads to take part in the parent race too!
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Preschool Update

Our preschool tamariki have been working hard this month! We spent lots

of time celebrating our amazing mums during May. We spent time thinking

of our favourite things to do with mum, what makes our mum special and

what sorts of things she likes. We invited all our mums, nanas, aunties,

omas and any other mum figures to have breakfast with us at preschool!

This was a lovely way of saying thanks for all the beautiful things our mums

do for us every day. We love you mums!

We also started training for cross country this month. Most mornings we

head out to the school field to stretch our muscles and race around the

field. This is a big run for our little legs but by practising each morning,

we’re building up our fitness as well as our resilience.

Throughout the month we have also welcomed our new teacher, Angela, on

board, gone for adventurous walks in the rain, started dance classes,

continued with our swimming lessons, had a Bike Day and strengthened our

skills through our weekly Playball sessions. We have been busy, engaged,

curious, creative and hard-working at preschool this month and every

month!
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We are rapidly moving towards mid-year. Mid-Year Reports 
and Parent Teacher Interviews are just around the corner, 
and these are a valuable opportunity to formally check in 
with your child’s teacher as to their progress. 

Keep warm and well this June!

Regards,

Mike Warren
Principal

Thoughts for the Week 2022:

Term 2, Week 2:

“Heroes are made by the paths they choose,
not the powers they are graced with.”

- Brodi Ashton

Courtesy of Mrs Hittle

Term 2, Week 3:

“Have you filled someone’s bucket today?”

Courtesy of Ms Rose

Term 2, Week 4:

“What mood will you choose today in your
climb of the mountain?”

Courtesy of Mrs Hatherly

Term 2, Week 5:

“If your actions inspire others to dream more,
learn more, do more and become more, you
are a leader.”

- John Quincy Adams

Courtesy of Ms Chapman

Public Notices
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